Alternative pathways of glucose utilization in developing rat spinal cord.
The activities of alternative pathways of glucose utilization in the developing rat spinal cord were evaluated from the release of (14)CO(2) and the incorporation of [(14)C] into lipids from differentially labelled glucose. Total lipid synthesis had peak activity at 15 days post-partum corresponding to the period of peak myelination in rat spinal cord. The activities of the glycolytic route, tricarboxylic acid cycle and fully activated pentose phosphate pathway were highest up to 20 days post-partum. After this period myelin (which is biochemically relatively inert) will constitute a larger proportion of the mass of the cord and this may contribute to the lower observed rates of the above pathways during later stages of development. Treatment of 20 day old rats with 6-aminonicotinamide resulted in spastic paralysis of the rats and pronounced inhibition of the pentose phosphate pathway indicating that this pathway, although low in activity (less than 4% of total glucose oxidation) has an important role in developing rat spinal cord.